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“Of all the organisations I have worked for or with over 48 years, Arts 

Together stands out as being the most professional, having the most 

integrity, having the biggest heart, being the most generous and 

caring, having the most fun people to work with, having a working 

ethos and mind-set that goes beyond “business”, beyond “charity”, 

beyond “voluntary” but resides in a shared belief of wanting to make 

life better for older people who deserve a better life.” Artist 
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Arts Together is a unique, innovative charity working in Wiltshire for 20 years with 

frail vulnerable older people, especially those who have become physically or 

socially isolated.  

We run six groups, in Bradford on Avon, Devizes, Pewsey, Marlborough, Melksham 

and Trowbridge with a maximum of 12 members at any time per group. Each 

group meets for 30 sessions a year. 

Our group members: 

 take part in creative arts projects with professional artists 

 share experiences and make new friends 

 live richer and more fulfilling lives  

We aim to help them reconnect with their communities, discover new purpose and 

quality in their lives and continue living confidently in their own homes for as long 

as possible.  

Our members are a neglected demographic. There are very few stimulating 

activities in Wiltshire for people as frail as our members who still live in the 

community. We can find none that offer our mix of inspiring activities and the 

essential support which enables everyone to participate fully whatever their 

disability.  

“With some of the members, you can really see their confidence return when they 

have been coming a while. I don’t think it is just providing a safe social 

environment but stimulating their imaginations too.  The members really do enjoy 

learning new skills – anyone who thinks you can’t teach an old dog new tricks is 

very much mistaken.” Volunteer  
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We work with people over 60 years of age who dispel myths about the aged. 

Surprisingly to us, people in the 40 years between 20 and 60 are seen as highly 

individual, varied characters, with talents and skills. Those aged in the 40 years 

between 60 and 100 are seen simply as ‘old’. Those between 20 and 60 are seen 

as having interests, dreams, ambitions; those from 60 onwards are seen as having 

only memories. 

Our members contradict this and show that people of all ages are highly individual, 

with dreams and talents, but older people when frail or disabled have few if any 

opportunities to realise these. 

Arts Together provides opportunities to have a ‘now’ and a future filled with 

challenge, ideas, new skills, friends and a great deal of laughter. In return they 

teach us resilience, humour, care, courage. Their life stories and their creations 

continue to amaze.  

“I’ve met and spent time with some truly wonderful people who have shared at 

times some very moving memories, advice, funny stories. I feel enriched having 

met them.” Artist 

 

 

 

 

“I had a very lonely life before this. I could go for weeks and not see anyone except 

through the window. I have found life” Member 

Our total membership is 72, but due to a natural turnover around 80 people are 

with us each year. They are aged between 60 and 98, most in their 80s and 90s 

and live with conditions which make it difficult or impossible to get out of the 

house and join in, such as dementia, MS, severe sight or hearing loss, stroke, poor 

mental health, Parkinson's, limited mobility and learning disabilities. Most depend 

on others for their daily needs  
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They have experienced multiple losses - of companions, their health, their role, 

dignity, confidence and sense of autonomy and purpose. Their health and 

wellbeing have been further undermined by isolation and extreme loneliness. When 

we first meet them they are at a crossroads in their lives where if nothing changes 

they risk having to give up their homes, thus losing their remaining independence. 

Arts Together transforms lives. 

 

“I love the way the members support each other, sometimes in practical ways and 

sometimes just with positive encouragement.” Volunteer  

 

We lost 13 members last year who died or moved away. We gained 10 new 

members and others are due to join shortly. Most reached us through referrals by 

agencies such as the mental health teams, Parkinson’s UK, Adult Care, NHS care 

coordinators, occupational therapists, Age UK, Alzheimer’s Support. Increasingly 

relatives and carers found out about us through our Community Connections 

programme.  

“My mum found herself very isolated (the activities that she did on a regular basis 

no longer able to take her) and we were struggling to find anything that she could 

do in their place.   Eventually a place came up at Arts Together which seems to be 

the only social and wellbeing activity in the area where the people who run it are 

properly qualified and able to relate to the people who attend as grown-ups who 

have lived rich and fulfilled lives. It has been a lifeline for her with worsening 

dementia.” Relative 
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“It’s very good here. My third son did graphic design and he looked at my work and 

said “good on you mum”. It made me feel so good!” Member  

Research shows that art can help to ease a wide range of illnesses and afflictions, 

from anxiety and depression to dementia and cancer. Making art can make us feel 

happier and more relaxed. It can also help to improve observation, motor and 

problem-solving skills, as well as memory retention and hand-eye coordination. 

“B who has limited speech after her stroke was in raptures looking at A’s shoe (re-

imagined as a garden) and kept exclaiming and laughing. Yesterday was also the 

first time I’d heard her singing! It was a wonderful session.” Volunteer   

Group members were free to create for themselves and rediscover who they are 

after overwhelming loss. Through art our members made creative decisions, learnt 

new skills, rebuilt their confidence and resilience, and gained a sense of 

achievement. Their life gained new purpose and their view of the world and their 

place in it was transformed.  

The projects were varied and sometimes challenging. We never assumed that 

members ‘can’t do that’ and indeed with the right support they always proved that 

they could.  

“… with just a little guidance, a nudge and some encouragement, you can get 

(members) to overcome the initial "I can't do that" and you find that they have got 

so into the project at hand that you can't break their concentration, and they will 

be upset its lunch time.” Volunteer 
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We have a team of experienced artists who understand the Arts Together ethos and 

continue to inspire with new project ideas, from the ‘normal’ to the frankly ‘off the 

wall’. 

“They really enjoy the salt technique, watching in amazement as the colours move 

and blend with each other. “I never knew watching paint dry could be so exciting,” 

was one comment.” Artist  

We trialled a new project this year using warmed Plasticine. Some members were at 

first dismayed at a material they associated with childhood, but then found they 

could use techniques and achieve results they had never imagined. It was easy to 

manipulate for those with arthritic hands, and the bright colours easy for those 

with sight loss. It also lent itself to an immediacy and playfulness which, though it 

may not be considered ‘high art’, widened people’s view of possible art materials. 

This project was then followed by one such as the Alfred Wallis-inspired relief 

seascapes which demanded greater concentration, new skills and more, and 

bigger, tools. 

 

A house shoe                        Plasticine          A silk painted scarf 

Each member took part in 6 projects this year from a total of 16 spread across the 

groups. These were; 

Fundamentals of drawing Mosaics  

Folding books Illustrations  

Assemblages Collage  

Words Mexican birds  

Re-imagined shoes Ceramic Icons 

Frida Kahlo self portraits Alfred Wallis relief seascapes 

Painting with plasticine WW2 tapestry panel 

Silk painting Fundamentals of painting  

“It has helped me to realise I can do more than I thought.” Member 
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Our evaluation methods have evolved over the years to ensure they work for the 

wide range of people and disabilities in our groups.  One method will not fit all. 

Our members are mostly in their 80s and 90s and many have impaired memory 

and a range of other disabilities. Most popular methods are too detailed for our 

purposes and can be confusing for members. Written/tick box methods are 

unsuitable for those with Parkinson’s, severe arthritis, sight or memory loss, and 

group discussions are difficult for others with communication issues (deafness, 

speech problems, anxiety).  

We find focus group discussions work well by stimulating ideas and memories 

alongside a one page, take home, large print questionnaire which allows people 

time to think and to report more personal comments. We always leave room for 

unexpected responses. 

“Sometimes I just want to die, then I think of Arts Together, and I have to keep 

going so I can come here. I feel wonderful here” Member 

Our annual evaluation in 2018 recorded what members, their families or carers, 

volunteers, artists and professional partners told us about changes in members’ 

health and wellbeing, confidence and sense of autonomy as well as the activities 

they undertook outside the groups inspired by our projects. 
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“Arts Together certainly has benefitted me as before I came I had little interest in 

anything outside the home as I have suffered with severe depression and mood 

swings.” Member  

However, we also realise that there is much we have failed to find methods to 

measure such as mood, atmosphere, engagement and creativity. Though fully 

aware of the dangers of ‘reading’ or interpreting other people’s expressions or 

actions, frontline staff and visitors tell of the atmosphere as they walk in the room, 

the glow on faces, intense concentration, sparkling eyes, the tiny caring gestures, 

members’ pride at what they create and the warmth of happiness. 

“(The group) is full of fun and laughter, there is never a dull moment and it is rare 

for the group to be quiet. There is usually quite a buzz and always lots to talk 

about. Many of the members comment that the group helps to keep them strong 

and makes them feel that life is worth living. Arts Together makes such a 

difference and most definitely promotes health and wellbeing.” Volunteer  

 

      

 

 “Arts Together gives you the confidence to grow older, boosts your morale, you are 

not decrepit here.” Member 

Members said our creative activities in small friendly groups changed their lives. 

They consistently reported that they felt well supported, were more positive and 

alert and experienced less pain as a result of attending our groups. They helped 

run their groups, choosing menus, completing registers, laying tables and 

supporting each other through difficult times which gave them a renewed sense of 
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purpose.  They found it easier to make new friends beyond their groups and to 

deal with issues at home that previously fazed them. Around 50% finished projects 

or started new activities at home, inspired by our artists and most felt more 

confident to continue to live independently.  

 

 

“I have more self-determination now. I know things can’t be finished in one go, but 

if I stick it out I can get to the end.” Member  

The most telling result for us is that so many wish to stay with their group until the 

end, even when they can no longer take part but only sit. It is where they want to 

be.  

 

 “There are members who suffer with mental 

health issues like depression and they have 

told me how much they find relief in coming 

to Arts Together to talk, laugh and feel 

included in the group. Many of them are 

open about it being the highlight of their 

week and it getting them through tough 

times.” Volunteer  
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“Support from the staff is tremendous and great to know it’s there beyond the 

regular Arts Together meetings. It’s important when one lives alone to know where 

to turn.” Member  

We remove the obstacles that prevented people from fully taking part.  

Uniquely in Wiltshire, we offer the essential support that enables frail older people 

to attend and participate including: encouragement and a companion when they 

first attend; accessible escorted transport; fully accessible comfortable and safe 

venues; professional carers to help with personal needs; individual encouragement 

to attend when confidence is low; help to access specialist services if their needs 

change. 

Frontline volunteers and artists are trained by us to adapt projects to individual 

needs. By working together to find solutions to each individual challenge no one is 

excluded because of their age or disability. Not everything works but trial and error 

brings results which continue to build on our 20 years of expertise and 

understanding. Members find they can do things they never thought possible. 

“I’ve learned new tips/skills on how to approach particular tasks for people with a 

range of abilities – eg. making templates if some need them, visual prompts, 

outlining for people to see what to paint, papier mache in two colours so people 

can see each layer” Artist  
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We never offer short term interventions, knowing that people who have to return to 

a solitary life will soon deteriorate mentally and physically. As their health 

deteriorates we adapt our support accordingly. Targeted support means we can 

include people whose needs are too complex for other local groups.  

“They will phone when you are at home having problems. It’s so good to know you 

have backing.” 

These days few older people have social workers or any other support and relatives 

are often overburdened, far away or none existent, so our Wellbeing Support is a 

major part of our work. With no one they know or trust who can support them 

through difficult times, events such as burglary, falls or rat infestations can be 

overwhelming and their confidence, wellbeing and health can deteriorate rapidly. 

Experience has proved that by giving adequate time to Wellbeing Support and 

building relationships with more support agencies, many needs can be met in the 

community and members need not stop attending their groups. We are proud that 

so many continue to attend right to the end, confident that they will be supported 

and are among friends. 

“They don’t give up on you.” 

 

Self-portrait               Painted apples                 A ship in a storm 

All our group volunteers are now fully trained in food hygiene level 2 and staff 

were trained in Advanced Safeguarding. We also attended a workshop on HR for 

charities, provided by Wiltshire Community Foundation and two social media 

training workshops. 

We held two ‘tea parties’ for volunteers and artists to update and reinforce our 

safeguarding procedures, to discuss our Community Connections fundraising 

programme and to discuss issues around running groups. Most importantly, these 
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events provided a chance for volunteers and artists to meet other volunteers and 

artists and compare notes. 

 

< One of our tea parties 

 

Training is an ongoing process, 

much of which is provided at the 

groups and in response to 

specific needs when new 

members join us and when the 

weather or circumstances change.  

 

 

 “From what he tells me his condition makes no difference to the way he is treated 

and he is able to talk about things that are worrying him. There is always a 

helping hand if he is unable to cope.” Relative 

 

 

 

This programme is an increasingly important and time consuming part of our 

work. It has two interconnected strands; 

1. To reach new people and promote what we do so that we can find those 

‘hard to reach’ older people and to connect with new agencies or new agency 

staff  

2. To raise funds from the general public and from businesses and others who 

may provide in-kind support 
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Due to a funding crisis half way through the year we increased our efforts and ran 

or took part in a greater number of events, 20 of them, with very good results. 

These events were; 

 Phab walk in the park 

 Car boot Sale  

 Visit by Asda community 

representative 

 Lions club evening 

 Wellbeing Day display and 

demonstration 

 Area board meetings in Melksham, 

Marlborough and Trowbridge 

 Two interviews for BBC Wiltshire 

sound,  

 Macarthy and Stone Homes visit and 

cheque presentation. 

 Displays and collections at 

Sainsbury’s and Asda stores 

 

 Visit by Devizine magazine and 

subsequent article 

 Visit by Wiltshire Chief Constable and 

Wiltshire Community Foundation CEO  

 Coffee and cake morning at Rick 

Stein restaurant  

 Started our grand raffle with prize 

hampers being produced by the six 

groups  

 Attended a South West Charity 

conference in Bath to network with 

local businesses 

 David Wilson Homes meeting and 

photo op for newspapers 

 Visit by Gazette and Herald 

newspaper and subsequent article 

 

Above – Wellbeing day, Rick Stein coffee morning, Car boot sale, Visit by the Chief 

Constable (top right taking selfie) 
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As well as day to day administration such as DBS checks our Project Support 

Manager dealt with several hacking incidents and increased internet security, 

introduced Spam prevention to email links and contact form, set up website SSL 

encryption and updated the privacy statement. He added to the website ‘Support’ 

page: a gift aid form; Direct Debit and Standing Order options; information about 

legacies and recouped £3,843 in Gift Aid 

 

Trustees and staff worked with the Jane Selman Consultancy, funded by Lloyds 

Foundation Enhance programme, to develop a new strategic plan for the next 3 

years. This resulted in a new approach to raising funds locally which we will 

implement in the new year. 

Staff attended a lecture and funders networking event in London hosted by the 

Allen Lane Foundation. 

The trustees have reviewed and updated our policies on a regular basis. We are in 

the process of inducting a new trustee, a group member who is a retired senior 

lecturer in statistics. 

 

 

We have always found it hard to raise funds. We know that we are competing with 

groups whose costs are lower because they use amateurs, often unpaid, to 

facilitate activities. This works in recreational groups for older people without 

multiple dependency needs whose confidence has not been undermined by 

isolation and extreme loneliness. We have never compromised over the quality of 

the artists we contract or the training and support we provide to ensure that our 

members are not excluded from participation by their age or disabilities. We 

recognise that frail older people with high support needs have talents, skills and a 

desire to carry on learning and are capable of taking on active roles if enabled to 

do so. We never ‘dumb down’ projects and strongly believe that they do not 

deserve second best.   
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 “At the end of their life, society starts talking to people as if they are children 

again, asking if they want cups of tea and a little nap. There is so much sadness in 

this. I think Arts together gives people the opportunity to step up and take a place 

again, as an artist, as an individual and as a person in their own right.” Artist 

We received grants from 20 different grant funders: 

 £   £ 

Charlotte Bonham Carter  960   Garfield Weston Foundation 10,000 

Lloyds Foundation Invest 14,000  Trowbridge Area Board 1,000 

Allen Lane Foundation  3,000  Melksham Area Board  1,500 

Zurich Community Trust 3,800   Marlborough Area Board  1,675 

Anon  2,000  Lillie Johnson Charitable Trust 500 

Arts Society 3,000  Souter Charitable Trust 3,000 

Lions Club Devizes 500  Friends of Savernake Hospital 4,440 

Florence Cohen Trust  5,000  Jack Lane Charitable Trust 1,000 

Ray Harris Charitable Trust 500  Wessex Water  1,500 

Rest-Harrow Trust 200  Wiltshire Community Foundation 5,000 

We are very grateful to those funders who regularly support us, and in particular to 

those local funders who contacted us and offered support during our funding 

crisis. 

In addition to grants and donations we secured contributions in kind valued at 

around 43% of our total resource needs in 2018/19 including volunteer time, 

venues, professional care services, food, storage, materials and services. Our 

strategic plan is to reduce our dependence on grants and increase contributions 

from the communities we serve.  

We are extremely grateful to the following for their contributions and ongoing 

support:  

 Mears for carers  CareWatch for subsidised carers 

 Wiltshire Farm Foods for 

puddings 

 Morrisons, Devizes for donated 

food 

 Asda, Trowbridge for donated 

food 

 Wiltshire Community Foundation for 

advice  

 Forty Three for storage 

 Al Osmond for help with hackers 

 Selwood Housing, Aster, and 

Guinness Hermitage for venues 

 All those many agencies and individuals who helped us with advice, 

information or training 

 

 “I think Arts Together is an amazing organisation – the results speak for 

themselves. You just have to talk to the members and look at the work and 

photographs.”  Volunteer  
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Early in 2019 we appealed to our supporters as we were in dire financial need. We 

posted on social media, our website and secured articles in local newspapers. The 

response not only ensured our financial viability but also reaffirmed how important 

Arts Together is to those who know us.  

The list of individuals who made donations is too long to include, and many 

wanted to be anonymous, but in particular we wish to thank 

 The relatives who donated funeral collections, a particularly touching farewell to 

some of our treasured group members 

“Just lost mum and want you to know this organisation was most precious to her 

during the last decade of her life - she laughed there a lot x” Daughter 

 Julia Warin for her pot sales which continue to bring in a considerable and 

regular sum 

 Jane Scott for her cost price pottery workshop for Arts Together people 

 Group members who held coffee mornings and bring and buy sales 

 Jacqui Orchard (Consultant) for her advice and support 

 Macarthy and Stone  

 Pewsey Carnival  

 David Wilson Homes  
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 £ 

      

Amount brought forward 4,193.06 

Income  94,124.04 

 

  

£ 

 

Carried forward 12,472.29 

 

 

 

 

 

Reserves 5,000 

  

Artists’ fees, materials, travel 22,433.20 

Admin worker 1,000.00 

Project Support & Costs  4,776.00

 

Project/Hub management, volunteer recruitment/support 15,387.60 

Community Connections & costs 6,513.86 

 

  

Residual lunch costs, transport, group costs, volunteer expenses, training  17,898.84 

Member recruitment and wellbeing support  

 

  

Management and organisation development & costs 2004.00 

Service Support Manager & costs  2,004.00 

Trustee expenses  474.71 

Web domain, Cloud, storage, po box, insurances, accountant etc 1,588.10 

Social media and website maintenance  2,496.00 

Promotion and marketing & costs 1,704.00 

Admin worker & costs 562.50 
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“(Staff are) kind gentle supportive and great fun. Each one has just a little 

something that makes you feel special.” Member 

“I have to mention the organisers and volunteers who never make us feel we are 

‘being done good to’, but treat us like valued friends and enhance our feelings of 

self worth.” Member 

 bring zest and purpose to Arts Together with their ideas, skills, 

knowledge and a great deal of humour and kindness. They all do more than they 

are ever paid for. We are losing some artists to new jobs and are in the process of 

recruiting more for the future - people with exceptional skills, out of the box ideas 

and, essentially, empathy, people skills and an appreciation of older people and 

what they have to offer. 

“The artists are brilliant. They know how to help us but not too much.” Member 

“I have learnt a lot and still learning. I see things a lot differently now.” Member 

“You can do things what you thought you couldn’t and we all learn something new 

and it’s a boost for ones self-esteem. The artists are lovely people and encourage 

you so you don’t feel a failure.” Member 

 

“One member said to me once that they were down and had issues and was not 

going to come that day. When I asked ‘What changed your mind?’ She said 

‘because I know I will go home a different person than the person I came here like 

today’”  Volunteer . 
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are the backbone of Arts Together not only for the smooth day to day 

running of the groups but also as the first point of call for safeguarding issues. 

They are our front line eyes and ears. 

Some of our volunteers have been with us since we started but others found full 

time work or moved away from the area. This year we gained 5 new volunteers to 

take the places of those who moved on. 

We are very grateful for the contribution of those who have left us, and warmly 

welcome those who have joined. 

“The volunteers are amazing. They know their group members very well so their 

advice on how best to support and encourage is invaluable. Without their support 

with the different activities, it would be very difficult, if not impossible to do what 

we do.” Artist  

“The helpers are so kind it makes you feel worthwhile not just an old granny.” 

Member 

 

 

 

        

“One of the funniest things I’ve seen is a member hoovering the shoes and trousers 

of another member who was covered in glitter – they were both full of giggles.” 

Artist 
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Yvonne Maunder (Chair) 
Karolyne Fudge-Malik (Organisation 

Manager/Hub Manager West) 

Julia Warin (Independent Artist) Jeff Pigott (Project Support) 

Angela Robinson (Safeguarding Lead) Belinda Chandler (Hub Manager East) 

Trevor Bale (Treasurer/Member 

representative) 
Sharon Tuttle (Admin Assistant)  

 

 

Margaret Cleverley 

Alex Schofield Alison Yare Clifton (Knati) Powell 

Alison Yare Donna Jerrett Hannah Carding 

Angela Robinson Fi Redmond Jane Johnson 

Angie Besant Jane Johnson Jeff Pigott 

Carol Harris Janet Mclean Jennie Gilling 

Carol Rensch Julia Warin Joanna Dewfall 

Clare Gore Juliet Keel Karen Pigott 

Clifton ‘Knati’ Powell Karin Kennedy Karin Kennedy 

Donna Songhurst Keith Leonie Watson 

Gerda Macdonald Leonie Watson Sarah Weeks 

Gina Edwards Margaret Cleverley  

Jane Greenwood   Rachel Heard  

Jo Newton Tim Jerrett  

Julia McNeill The Chandlers     

Juliet Keel The Pigotts    

Pamela Brigden   And many other friends  

Ruth Hepworth   

Tim Jerrett  

   

Wendy  O’Grady  

 

Some volunteers had to leave us due to new jobs or 

commitments. Their contributions are much appreciated  

Rachel Heard 

Fiona Redmond 

Denyse Boaler 

Gill Norman 

Ria Walton 
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“I have done more things at Arts Together than I could possibly have imagined.” 

Member  

 

“It is only at Arts Together that I feel I have a choice in what’s happening.” Member  

      

“You give us an outlet, a purpose” 

“It nurtures and extends you” 

“Introduced us to arts we never knew existed” 

“Fantastic, just fantastic”            Members 



Contact details
PO Box 4241, Edington, BA13 4WG
info@artstogether.co.uk
Charity no 1109432

www.artstogether.co.uk
facebook.com/artstogether
twitter.com/arts_together 


